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INTRODUCTION

The OH ndical has a primary role in stratospheric photochemistry due to its involvement in odd oxygen loss through the HO, catalytic cycle and to its involvement
in reactions coupled to the chemistry of the halogen and nitrogen families. Measurement of stratospheric OH is thus a priority in current upper atmospheric research.
The far-infrared rotational lines of OH can be readily measured in the middle and
upper stratosphere from thermal emission, because the lines are quite strong and
relatively free from interfering species. This type of measurement has the advantage
of being able to measure OH through the diurnal cycle ( I ) . Several techniques for
measuring far-infrared emission from stratospheric OH ha\.e now been developed,
including the use of Fourier transform spectrometers ( 1 - 5 ) and a Fabry-Perot instmment ( H . M. Pickett, private communication, 1990). For the analysis of atmospheric spectra it is necessary to have accurate values of the molecular parameters
of OH.
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CHANCE ET A L

Line positions and strengths for the far-infrared transitions have been determined
very accurately (6-9). The OH lines are strong enough that line saturation must be
properly accounted for in spectrum fitting and altitude profile retrieval. In order to
do this, knowledge of the pressure broadening of the lines by air, including temperature
dependence, is needed. This is the primary purpose of the present studies. The F I ,
7/2'
F , , 5 / 2 - lines at 3.531 THz were chosen for our 6nt comprehensive studies
since they have been measured in the atmosphere by several groups ( 1. 4, 5 ) and since
they are readily accessible for study using the techniques of far-infrared spectroscopy.
The rotational spectrum of OH is also of considerable current interest in astrophysics,
where the far-infrared emission lines. including the lines in the present study, are
measured in order to probe interstellar cloud conditions (10-12). Interpretation of
the OH line measurements in terms of interstellar cloud physics requires a detailed
knowledge of statedependent cross sections for rotational excitation of OH by H2
and, to a much lesser extent, by He (13-15). Pressure broadening of these lines is not
ideal for providing information on collisional excitation. since broadening at collisional
energies comparable to the transition energies involves both inelastic and elastic coilisions, and since the interactions with individual states of the broadening gas are
mixed. However. the pressure broadening coefficients still provide a useful check on
the potential energy surfaces that are computed to calculate rotational excitation.
Measurements of the pressure broadening of the OH lines by H2 and by He are necein the present study in any case. in order to correct the O2and N2 measurements for
the H: and He required in the source chemistry of OH. The H2and He broadening
measurements were extended to lower temperature (80 K ) to provide further information on the intermolecular potentials for a range of interstellar cloud temperatures.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Tunable f a r - i n k e d radiation of high spectral purity was generated by the T u R R
method of CO2 laser difference frequency generation with a metal-insulator-metal
(MIM)diode (16. 1 7 ) . Briefly, the radiation from two C02lasers is combined on a
beam splitter and focused onto the MIM diode, where the far-infrared difference is
generated. One of tbe lasers is frequency modulated with a piezoelectric transducer
and is frequency-locked to saturated fluorescence from a low-pressure COl cell. The
second laser is a caviw-tuned C 0 2waveguide laser that is frequency-offset locked to
another stabilized CO1 laser. The cavity tuning of the waveguide laser provides the
sweep range (145 MHz) that is used in the present experiments. The far-infrared
radiation generated b> the MIM diode is frequency-modulated at the frequency ofthe
modulated COl laser. The absorption signal is detected as the modulation-broadened
hnt derivative of the spectrum. The far-infrared frequency is known with an accuracy
of -t35 kHz and has a spectral purity of 10 kHz. A length-scrambling device is used
in these measurements to reduce standing waves in the far-infrared power spectrum.
The Doppler widths of the OH transitions are 4.4 to 5.3 MHz (HWHM) for the
temperature range of these studies. Thus, we can make fully resolved absorption measurements of the lineshape in order to determine the pressure broadening. This is
neceSSary for studies of unstable molecules such as OH where the precise concentration
of absorber is dificuh both to determine and to maintain constant, making the curveof-growth method for pressure broadening measurements impractical.
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The absorption cell used in these studies is a 50cm-long, 2.5-cmdiameter Pyrex
tube equipped with double sets of highdensity polyethylene windows. The cell was
immersed in a temperature bath with the outer windows extending from either end.
The inner windows are located several centimeters inside of the temperature bath, in
order to maintain the OH and broadening gas at the bath temperature. The cell walls
were coated with halocarbon wax to reduce wall loss of OH.
The o v e d cell pressure was monitored with a precision capacitance manometer,
which sampled the pressure at the Center of the cell length in order to minimize error
due to pressure drop in the flow s? stem (estimated at c 2 % in the worst case). How
rates for Hl,He, N2,and O2were monitored with precision flowmetercontrollers.
The bath was controlled at temperatures below ambient using slushes of ethylene
glycol and chloroform and, for the lowest temperature, by filling with liquid nitrogen.
The resultant temperatures for the OH absorption measurements were 296 f 2, 259
k 4 , 2 1 0 -S 3, and 80 -+ 3 K.
OH is produced from the reaction of hydrogen atoms, generated in a dc discharge,
with NO2 or with 0 2 . OH production and mixing with the broadening gas take place
in a sideam external to the absorption cell. The OH and broadening gas are pumped
through a portion of the sidearm u hich is at the bath temperature to allow them to
equilibrate to the cell temperature before broadening is measured. For these expenments. it was necessary to mix He u-ith the H2in the discharge to produce sufficient
OH at pressures higher than about 400 Pa. Therefore, He pressure broadening, as well
as H2 pressure broadening, was measured separately in order to correct the results for
broadening by gas mixtures.
A number of spectra were taken at each temperature with broadening gas pressures
up to 1 S O 0 pd. Between three and five broadening measurements were made for each
broadeninggas and pressure with,typically, four to Six separate spertral scans contributing to each measurement.
For H2, He, and N2broadening, a trace amount of NO2 was added with the broadening gas to produce OH. NO2 is used in sufficiently small amounts that c o d o n
for its broadening is negligible. For the mixtures containing 0 2 the NO, was not
necessary. The concentration of unreacted hydrogen atoms is negligible. HIwas taken
from a gas cylinder at room temperature, and all H2used in the broadening studies
entered the all through the dc discharge. No attempt was made to determine changes
in the onho/para hydrogen ratio caused by the discharge. For the N2and 0
2 broadening
studies, an amount of He equal to
of the total pressure was necessary to obtain
sufficient OH signal. Central absorption of the stronger OH line was measured for the
various mixtures to ensure that it remained low (usually < 5 % ) to avoid saturation
broadening of the lines.
Figure l a 4 shows broadening of the OH lines for a range of pressures by N? and
Hr, as well as the fitted spectra used for determinations of pressure broadening coefficients, as discussed below.
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DATA ANALYSIS A N D RESULTS

Spectra are fitted with a nonlinear least-squares routine to modulation-broadened
Voigt derivative line profiles, including the time constant for phase detection used in
the measumnents. Synthetic spectra are generated with fixed Gaussian cores. Lor-
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FIG. 1 . Absorption mcasuremenu of OH broadened by He and N 2 . T h e nonlinear Iea~t-~quarCS
fits 10
the spectra arc shown as dashed Lncs Specva shown in the 6gurc are for 296 IC measurements of broadening

b y ( a ) 143PaHc;(b)314PaN1 + H e ; ( c ) 6 4 2 P a N 2 + H c ; ( d )1127PaN2+Hc.Theranwidth.shown
in the absclssas. IS 145 MHz, from 3 55 1 272.030 to 3 551 127.030 MHr The intensity scala arc h i u ; l r Y .

entzian widths, positions, intensities, and baseline corrections are vaned in the fitting.
Spectra are corrected for the gain curve of the tunable waveguide laser by using power
curve spectral scans taken at regular intervals.
The OH F I ,7/2' + FI,5 / 2 - spectrum is split by the hy-pehne interaction into
three lines. Two of these, the F = 3 + 2 (on the left) and the F = 4
3 (on the

-

TABLE 1
Prcssurc Broadening C d k i e n t s ( IO-' cm-'-Pa-', H W M ) for the 118.455 cm-' L i n a of OH'
Temperature (IC)

Broadening
g=

296

Hi

0,

6.92(21)
1.7X 15)
9.ooi2ij
4.74(1.21)

Ai#

8.10(47)

He
N2

'

2u

259
210
i . l l ( 2 1 ) 8.55(35)
2.05(061 2.70(10)
a.ag(3sj 9.05(27)
5.02(15) 3.63(54)
8.08(31)

7.91(33)

80

13.2(1.2)
1.85(20)

-

unccnaintia &own. One almosphcrc = 1.01325 X 10' P a d (R).
= 0.797, + 0.22~0,.
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right), are visible in the spectral s a n s shown in Fig. 1 (note that the scans
dowa
in frequency). A third, much weaker line, F = 3 + 3, lies under the F = 4 c 3 lint
at 0.66 MHt higher frequency ( 1 0 ) . This line is also included in the fining, with ja
frequency, width, and relative strength locked to the F = 4
3 tine. n e widths for
the two large hyperfine components are fitted separately.
The spectrum fitting results for helium broadening measurements are corrected for
the hydrogen broadening contribution to the total linewidths. N? and 4 broadening
measurements are corrected for H: and He contributions. The corrmed linewidths
and pressures for each gas at each kmperarure are used in weighted linear regressions
to determine the pressure broadening coefficients. The regresSons were 6rst performed
separately on the fitting results for the two large hyperfine components. No statistically
significant differences in broadening of the two components for my of the broadening
gases at any of the measurement temperatures were noted. The F = 4 + 3 and F
= 3 + 2 widths are averaged before the final regression analysis. The resulting pressure
broadening coefficientsand their Za uncertainties are given in Table I. The uncertainties
from the fitting procedure include the nonlinear least-squares fitting enon, pressure
and flow uncertainties, power curve variations, uncertainties due to line saturation
broadening, and the statistical uncertainties from the regression analysis. We have
also included &-broadening coefficients in Table I, calculated as yU = 0 . 7 9 ~ ~ ~

-

+ 0.217s.

We also attempted to determine pressure-induced shifts of the OH lines from the
least-squares fitted line positions, using the same regression technique as for the linewidths. It was not possible with the present data set to obmin statistically significant
pressure shifting coefiicients. It was possible to make a slightly more accurate determination of the positions of the OH lines from the present measurements, from the
He-broadened lines at the lowest pressure. Our positions and their 20 uncertainties
are 3 551 185.36(4) MHz ( 4 + 3), and 3 551 204.42(4) MHz ( 3 + 2).
DISCUSSION

There are no other laboratory measurements of pressure broadening of these lines
for direct comparison with our d t s . There are results from several studies for other
OH lines at room temperature. Burrows el uf. ( 1 8 ) have measured broadening by He,
Ar, and NO1 of the F,, 512'
F,, 312- and F,,5 1 2 F,.3/2' lines at 2.528
THz using laser magnetic resonance. Their only point of comparison with our study
is for He broadening. Their value of 2.21 X lo-' cm-l-Pa-' (0.89 MHz-Torr-';
note
that they report the FH'HM Lorentzian parameters) compares favorably with our
value of 1.75 X lo-' (0.70 MHz-Torr-'), considering that the measurements are of
different lines. The difference is in the correct direction for the expected decrease in
pressure broadening coefficient with increase in rotational energy. In a microwave
study of the Adoublet transitions of OH with J = 3 in the 13.4 GHz region, Bastard
et ul. obtain broadening results for nine gases, including the four that we have measured
(20). Agreement between our measurements is quite poor, especially for He broadening
(7.5 X lo-' cm-'-Pa-' vs our value of 1.75 X lo-'). Line broadening calculations
should be able to resolve whether the large differences arise because of the different
transitions involved.

-

-
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Buffs et a/. (20) have used Anderson theory to calculate the N2 broadening of
several far-infrared lines of OH, including the lines studied here, for a range of ternperatures (21). Their calculation at 300 K compares quite Well with our measuremen&
(they calculate 9.7 X lo-' cm-l-pa-' VS OUT Value Of9.0 x io-' cm-'-Pa-' at 296
K ) . Their calculation at 200 K is, however, substantially different than our value at
310 K (1.2 X
cm-l-pa-' calculated vs 9.0 X lo-' Cm-'-Pa-' measured). This
difference chiefly reflects a departure from the expected temperature dependence for
interactions that are primarily dipole-quadrupole. The calculations demonstrate the
expected temperature dependence whiie our measurements, for both Nz and o1
broadening, show very little temperature dependence.
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